1. Q: I installed a SATA hard disk and a CD/DVD drive on 775/ P4Twins-HDTV, connected the hard disk to SATA1 connector and the CD/DVD to IDE1. Enabled “ATA Combination Mode” in BIOS settings. But the motherboard could not detect the CD/DVD drive. Why?

A: Please connect SATA hard disk to SATA1 connector and CD/DVD drive to IDE2. When you enable “ATA Combination Mode”, only SATA1 and IDE2 connectors can work, other connectors are disabled. We recommend you to disable “ATA Combination Mode”. In that case all 4 SATA and 2 IDE channel can work, and you can get the advantages of SATA hard disks.

2. Q: My motherboard is 775XFire-RAID, its SATA controller is in Intel ICH6R. But when I install windows 2000/XP and press F6 to load the SATA driver diskette, I cannot see the items for ICH6R. What should I do?

A: Please press “↓” to expend the menu. The items of ICH6R are under the items of ICH7R. Please choose RAID or AHCI that correspond with the item “Configure SATA as” in BIOS settings.
3. Q: I am installing the Windows 98SE on my P4i65GV/ 775i65GV motherboard. After I installed the “Intel VGA Drivers” from the support CD and restarted the system, the system shows that it cannot find the “ikch8xx.cat” and “isb8xx.cat” files. What should I do?

A: Actually, the “ikch8xx.cat” and “isb8xx.cat” files are not necessary under Windows 98SE. So you can skip it to continue the installation of motherboard drivers. It will not influence the functions of your system. If you want to install the two files completely, please put the support CD into your CD/DVD ROM and refer to the path: \drivers\VGA\win98_me\Win9X.